Dystopian Predictions

In *1984* George Orwell paints a picture of a dark, gray world. People are afraid to say anything contrary to the official party line, and surveillance is universal. Even thinking contrary to the party is a crime, and thoughtcrimes may be treated by radical psychological intervention. Information is closely controlled by the party media, and the historical record is routinely edited, so as to conform to the latest party statements.

By contrast, in *Brave New World*, Aldous Huxley paints a colorful, superficially pleasant world. Personal freedom of all kinds is encouraged, even to the point of being a cultural imperative. In the book a young boy is referred to a therapist, because he doesn't want to play sex games with a girl classmate. An adult character is considered aberrant, because he is drawn toward a monogamous relationship. Drugs and distractions are readily available for mood enhancement.

Central to Huxley's world is the abolition of the family. Sex never results in pregnancy, and embryos are grown in a production process, based on selected seed material. As part of the production process, an embryo can be fed or starved, at various stages of its development, so as to create classes of people (alphas, betas, etc.) with differing levels of intelligence and skills. Quotas are set, regarding how many people of each class are going to be needed, and should therefore be produced.

Various kinds of conditioning are then used on infants in order to get them to accept their class, along with its prerogatives and restrictions, as being best for them. Children are raised on a communal basis, with no concept of parents, siblings or family. From embryo to adulthood, the state has fine-tuned control over the development of the person, and of their thinking. In the resulting society, people behave as they were programmed to behave, and can't imagine things being any different.

In Orwell's world, wrong-thought (thoughtcrime) is detected and suppressed. In Huxley's world, wrong-thought is unlikely to arise. Orwell's world suppresses the individual; Huxley's world manufactures the individual. In both cases, mind control — control over what people are able to think — is the strategy of the regime, as its means of social control generally. Orwell explores a brute-force approach to mind control, while Huxley explores a scientific approach.

The novels are useful because they each take one of these basic approaches to mind control, and follow its consequences to the end. If you really want to suppress what people think, you'd need to do A, B, and C. If you really want to program people, you've got to start when they're born and do X, Y, and Z. We are able to see the architecture — the structural patterns — of each kind of mind-control regime. This can help us recognize precursors — signs that such a future is coming our way.

Echoes of Orwell

Consider the world of mainstream journalists, in particular TV news anchors. There we have a world with echoes of *1984*, where what is said must conform to the party line. Any thoughtcrime — such as an anchor commenting onscreen that he doesn't buy the official story of 9/11, or he thinks Russia isn't an aggressor — would be quickly punished by the equivalent of death — expulsion from the world of journalism.
Thus is maintained the Matrix, the story we are told about US benevolence, the existence of
democracy, the sacredness of market forces, and all the rest. With control of major media in
just a few hands, the party line can always be maintained, and current (or past) events can be
interpreted within that framework. To do otherwise, for a news anchor, would be literally
unthinkable. Huxley's Ministry of Truth is at work in our world, but it is invisible, hiding away in
the boardrooms of media conglomerates, and behind the doors of the White House press
office.

The same kind thoughtcrime regime is operating in other arenas as well, where
socially-sensitive topics are concerned. The peer-review process, and the editorial boards of
the relevant journals, ensure that thoughtcrimes are suppressed, when it comes to concerns
regarding genetic manipulation, pesticides, fracking, pharmaceuticals, radiation levels, etc.
Again, the Ministry of Truth is invisible, residing high up in the chain of corporate boardrooms.

Even though our society doesn't resemble Orwell's dystopia, his mind control methods are
operating in very critical places, where the population's 'information' is generated. And of
course we do have universal surveillance, courtesy of the NSA, omnipresent CCTV cameras,
and cellphone tracking. Big Brother is with us, but he stays behind the scenes, he sees all, and
he decides what stories we will be told about the world by the mainstream media.

Echoes of Huxley

Huxley wrote a review of 1984 where he talked about the two different future visions. He
suggested that we might go through some kind of dark period, reminiscent of 1984, but he
thought such a regime would be unstable and transitional. He went on to say that the scientific
approach to mind control, based on programming people's belief systems, would be the more
sensible choice for a modern totalitarian society.

US Government research into scientific mind control began at least in the 1960's, and has been
ongoing. The first approach — the CIA's 'Operation Mind Control' — was heavy-handed,
reminiscent of 1984. This research involved giving people psychotropic drugs, along with
post-hypnotic suggestions. Quite a bit could be (and has been) accomplished with these kinds
of methods, along the lines of The Manchurian Candidate, but it didn't provide a general
solution: two much work was required to program people on an individual basis.

Research then shifted to cult creation. If people can be herded into cults of various kinds, cult
dynamics themselves would serve the programming function. This provides a more wholesale
approach to mind control, than the individual methods tried earlier. The CIA has never publicly
claimed credit for this later research, but the experiments were very successful, including
Reverend Jim Jones and the People's Temple, and David Koresh and Waco.

In this kind of research, the first step is to identify a natural cult leader, who has already shown
some success in gathering followers. Then the cult is given support of various kinds. Covert
agents are sent in to join the cult, not only to observe and report, but also to provide
organizational skills. Funds are channeled to the cult, and local police are warned off, so that
the cult can grow unhampered.

In this way, researchers have been able to study how a skilled cult leader operates, how people
are drawn into a cult, how loyalty is maintained, and how people can be pushed into extreme
believements and actions. When everything had been learned that could be learned from a cult, the cult’s leader and members were then killed, so as to hide the evidence of what had really been going on in the experiment.

**Cults and their Uses**

One of the first large-scale deployments of cult technology, informed by this research, was the creation of the Jihad movement by the CIA. The immediate purpose was to destabilize the Soviet regime during the 1980s by tying it down in a quagmire in Afghanistan. This operation was quite successful. Since then, the Jihad cult movement — aka Taliban, Al Qaeda, Kosovo Liberation Army, ISIS, etc. — has proven to be an extremely useful tool for the purpose of destabilizing regimes, in pursuit of US geopolitical objectives. These destabilization operations in turn provide an excuse for direct US intervention, as we’ve seen recently in Libya and Iraq, and as we may soon see in Syria.

Cults generally have certain characteristics. There is usually a charismatic leader, who is able to inspire belief and loyalty in cult members. There is always a defining core belief system, that sets cult members off from outsiders, and which provides a strong sense of identity and purpose for members. There is typically an alleged 'outside threat' to the cult, which draws members together. There are actions and sacrifices required of members, which serve to bind them more tightly to the cult. There are packaged arguments, that cult members are taught to employ, to repel attempts undermine the core belief system. These programming methods are very powerful, and typically intense deprogramming is needed to ply members away from a cult, once they have been thoroughly indoctrinated.

The society described in *Brave New World* is in fact a cult-based society. Each of the classes (alpha, beta, etc.) is a cult, and the programming begins at birth. No charismatic leader is needed, when so much control over programming is available. Each cult has its own core belief system, along with packaged arguments to maintain those beliefs. The required actions and sacrifices are simply the lifestyle which has been designed for each class. Such a society would tend to be stable, particularly since deprogramming efforts would be absent from the scene.

It is notable that Huxley’s world is not about a single cult, a uniform society, but rather about multiple cults. This makes for greater stability. Cult members have not only a model of what-to-be, they also have models of what-not-to-be. Each cult is more clearly defined, and drawn more into itself, by the existence of other cults. Being glad you’re not a beta is one of the reasons to be glad you are an alpha.

We see this same multi-cult dynamic operating in the US, in the divisiveness between liberals and conservatives. Liberals are kept in the fold by stories of conservative folly, and conservatives are kept in the fold by stories of liberal folly. In a propaganda-only system of control, there would be one party line for everyone. In this multi-cult system, there are two party lines, which we might characterize as CNN vs FOX.

While the two party lines have many differences, in order to keep the two cults separated, they in fact share basic essentials in common. They both sustain the myth that state policy is a response to public sentiment, and they blame the other cult for providing support for the ‘bad’ policies. In fact US policy is made outside of government, by financial elites, and the state aims to control public sentiment, not respond to it. In this way we can see CNN and FOX as collaborators, sharing the common goal of hiding this fundamental truth from the people. The Democratic and Republican parties collaborate toward this same goal, using Congress as a
stage, where they carry on a theater of divisiveness, providing the appearance of a democratic decision-making process.

The Barack Obama phenomenon provides an excellent example of cult tactics in action. Obama himself is obviously a natural cult leader, articulate and charismatic. He came onto the scene offering an inspiring core belief in deep reform: "The ground of politics has changed; Yes we Can!" The dramatic effect was intense, as if we were witnessing the Second Coming. Campaign volunteers became the core of the budding Obama cult, and they were given lots of work to do, binding their identity to Obama and his professed mission. The McCain campaign was orchestrated to look like a dangerous threat by a rival cult, binding Obama supporters even more tightly.

The success of this mind-control operation was truly amazing. Obama in fact proceeded, after his election, to carry on and expand everything G.W.Bush had been doing; the ground of politics hadn't changed at all. But the cult binding was so strong that his support continued, by the very people who had hated Bush because of the same policies. Packaged arguments were put forward, to keep people in the cult, blaming Obama's performance on Republican opposition — the standard divisiveness tactic. Even today there remain legions of Obama loyalists. Once bound to a cult, leaving becomes psychologically difficult.

Another example of mind control by means of cults is provided by global-warming hysteria. Al Gore played the role, at least temporarily, of cult leader, when he presented the core belief in CO2-caused climate crisis in his scientifically fraudulent, but very popular film, *An Inconvenient Truth*. The growth of the cult was ensured by the fact that it then became a thoughtcrime in mainstream media and climate journals to question these core beliefs. Cult members are given things to do and sacrifices to make, like riding a bicycle and buying a Prius. They are given a packaged argument, that contrary views are nothing but the propaganda of an outside threat: the evil petroleum industry.

This kind of mind control operation is much more effective than propaganda on its own. It's not just that cult members believe in CO2-caused climate crisis, they believe they are fighting a battle against an enemy. They have been fully immunized against counter arguments to their core beliefs, and their only concern is to 'save the planet' by supporting anything that looks like it will reduce carbon emissions. Thus they are being led willingly down the garden path to a micro-managed society, as outlined in *Agenda 21*.

**The "Conspiracy Theory" Meme**

State control of public schools and mainstream media goes a long way towards programming people's minds. But it is not enough, particularly in the era of the Internet. There are many sources available that thoroughly debunk mainstream propaganda, and by using those sources a large number of people have escaped, at least in part, from the mind-control regime. In Orwell's world, the Internet would be banned. In our world, which is developing more along Huxley's lines, other ways have been found to limit the ability of the Internet to undermine the mainstream narratives.

The 'conspiracy theory' meme was launched by the CIA in the wake of the JFK assassination. The official story was so full of holes that more and more people were beginning to doubt it. While the Warren Commission was busy writing its cover-up document, the public began to learn about the existence of 'conspiracy theorists'. These are people, the story goes, who suffer
from paranoid delusions, and sane people should pay no attention to anything they say. If someone even looks at any of those ideas, their own mental stability comes into question.

This mind-control tactic was very effective in marginalizing research into the truth behind the JFK assassination. Anyone who presented evidence contrary to the official story was automatically seen as a 'conspiracy theorist'. By scoffing at such evidence, without looking at it, you could demonstrate that you were mentally balanced. Thus logic and reasoning are banished from the scenario. Either you believe the official story, or your mental health is called into question.

Since then, the conspiracy-theory meme has been carefully nurtured and expanded by the mainstream party lines. This mind-control campaign has been very successful in immunizing the majority of the population against the revelations available on the Internet, especially regarding 9/11. Any story not appearing in the mainstream media must by definition be a conspiracy theory, and anything that sounds like a conspiracy theory should be scoffed at and ignored.

Thus for the majority of the population we have a tightly controlled, two-tier, mind-control regime. The thoughtcrime dynamic governs what the media says, and the conspiracy-theory dynamic immunizes people against other views. For the majority, the party line (either CNN or FOX) is 'truth', as in Orwell's world, but without the need for Big Brother's extreme methods.

By these mind-control methods, a bubble has been created, in which the majority does their thinking. Inside the bubble are the two party-line narratives, and outside the bubble the real world proceeds, invisible to those inside the bubble. It's a very effective system. The more outrageous the real actions of the state, the more quickly the majority rejects revelations of those actions, as being outrageous conspiracy theories.

In some cases the FOX party line includes accurate revelations which would be thoughtcrimes in the CNN world. In such cases, the CNN world responds by classifying those revelations as 'right wing' conspiracy theories. Unlike a propaganda-only system, where state crimes are always hidden, this multi-cult system enables the state to document its own crimes on conservative media, and know that the information will be disbelieved by the liberal cult. This system allows the truth to be hidden from some, through the act of revealing it to others. Very clever.

**Mind Control Outside the Bubble**

While the majority may be inside the bubble, there is a large and growing number of people who don't have faith in any mainstream party line, and who are open to considering the various ideas they find from Internet sources. The phrase 'waking up' is frequently used to describe the process of escaping from the bubble. More and more people are 'waking up' to the reality of false-flag events, routine government lies, the deep corruption of politics and the media, and the sociopathic central bankers who exercise the reins of power from behind the scenes.

However, the Internet is not being ignored by the state, and mind-control operations are underway there as well — designed for those who have 'woken up'. Such operations are not aimed at moving people back into the bubble, rather they embrace the 'awake' ideas, aikido style, and then seek to direct the energy of the 'awoken' in ways that serve the state and its objectives.
An example of one of these outside-the-bubble mind-control operations, of the cult variety, is provided by the Zeitgeist Movement — which claims to be the “largest grassroots movement in the world with chapters in over 60 countries”. Peter Joseph is the charismatic leader of this cult, and he offers his set of core beliefs, backed up by persuasive evidence and arguments, in *Zeitgeist: The Movie*.

For those who are ‘awake’, the film is very powerful. It presents the essential truths about the world, without pulling punches, in a dramatic and compelling way. The film has gone through several versions over time, and the very first version went viral on the Internet as soon as it was released. To the ‘awoken’, it was a film of liberation, with the potential to wake everyone up and transform the world.

After the film was released, and after it gained a massive and enthusiastic audience, the Zeitgeist Movement was launched. Fans of the film flocked to join the movement, eager to 'spread the gospel of truth', and help 'wake up the world'. They were joining an urgently-needed messianic cause, and this bound them to the movement, in the way cults always bind members. Peter Joseph was seen as a prophet figure, the articulator of the gospel, and the one who could lead the way to liberation — and this is more or less the textbook definition of a cult leader.

What these eager cult members fail to realize is that the very thing that attracts them to the movement also guarantees that the movement could never succeed in 'waking up the world'. The core beliefs that are so liberating to the members are all seen as outrageous conspiracy theories inside the mainstream bubble. While members think they are pursuing a messianic cause, they are in fact a choir singing to itself, with Peter Joseph setting the tune.

The real purpose behind the cult is revealed in a press release on the movement’s website, entitled, 'The Zeitgeist Movement defined: realizing a new train of thought'. Here Joseph expands the gospel, going beyond 'revealing the truth', and venturing into envisioning the transformed world that the movement aims to help create. Here are three key points from Prophet Joseph's vision:

- **The Scientific Worldview**: The essay explores how the development of the scientific method has altered human perception and the critical importance of its recognition and larger order application, specifically with respect to the social system.
- **The Case for Human Unity**: This essay explores the reasoning for a unified global society along with tracing the source of national divisions and propensities for conflict. A relevant point is made regarding the advancement of technological warfare and how the dangers of keeping biased economic boundaries as we have could lead to rapid destruction as time moves forward.
- **Market Efficiency vs Technical Efficiency**: This essay argues the difference between true scientific (or technical) efficiency and the business practice of "market efficiency," showing how the latter actually works against true economic optimization.

This is a prescription for a micro-managed global technocracy, under the control of a one-world government. Both the social system and the economic system are to be ‘scientifically optimized’ — which in fact means a world organized along whatever lines are set down by some technocratic bureaucracy, under the control of an enthroned global elite. In other words, Prophet Joseph is creating an enthusiastic constituency in support of the central bankers' long-desired New World Order.
The Zeitgeist cult is an aikido masterstroke. It begins with the revelation that 'evil bankers' run the world, blending with the energy of the 'awoken', and then shifts that energy in a direction that serves the interests of those same 'evil bankers'. Again, I must say very clever, very clever indeed.

Zeitgeist is only one example of a mind-control operation aimed at those who have achieved one degree or another of 'awakening'. Numerous movements have been created, characterized by well-designed websites that tell some version of the truth, drawing in audiences with some specific focus of concerns, and which lead those audiences into useless or counter-productive activities.

In Huxley’s world, we see a scientifically designed society, tightly controlled by a full-spectrum mind-control regime, based on conditioning and cult dynamics. In today’s world, we see cult dynamics being used in a variety of mind-control operations, with cults customized for various constituencies both inside and outside the mainstream bubble. Huxley's world has achieved stabilization by such means; in our world those means are being used to facilitate a transition — to a brave new world order that is likely to resemble Huxley’s in many of its essential features.

**The Demise of the Family?**

If the state can achieve full control over the raising of children, without parental interference, then quite obviously that would give the state the power to achieve a full-spectrum mind-control regime. Not only could the state design the society’s culture, it could tune that culture over time, by updating the conditioning process. If full-spectrum mind-control is the goal, then eliminating the family becomes a primary intermediate objective.

If eliminating the family is indeed an objective of the New World Order project, then it is by no means an easy objective to achieve. One would be hard-pressed to imagine an institution that would be more fiercely defended than the family, or to imagine a more painful experience than being separated from ones children or parents. Any campaign to achieve that objective would need to fly under false colors, not advertised as a campaign to eliminate the family, but rather as a campaign aimed at protecting the rights and welfare of the child.

It is in this light, I suggest, that we consider the many revelations that have emerged in recent years regarding child sexual abuse, and the existence of pedophile rings. In many of these cases we learn that the abusive activity have been going on for many, many years, as we see in the case of pedophile priests. Why is it that these longstanding activities have only recently been 'discovered'?

If there is to be a strong campaign for the 'rights and welfare of children', there needs to be first a strong impression that their rights and welfare need protecting. Exposés of child sexual abuse serve that purpose very well. When you see a police drama, where abused children are rescued by noble cops from drug-addicted parents, you are are getting images of a benevolent state, and a social milieu that requires intervention. It becomes a template that can be expanded on as time goes on. And of course there are the interminable ads, where a neglected child sits alone at home (black and white film for effect), fearful and hungry, and you can donate $10 to some child-protection agency.

Recently I came across a webpage from a UN agency, promoting the virtues of children raised 'alternatively'. These are children raised as a group, *sans* parents, reminiscent of Huxley's
scenario. Supposedly these children were 'more creative', and showed other positive signs. How very nice. Another good-intention-stone along the garden path to the demise of the family.

Last year, 2013, in both Ireland and New Zealand, constitutional amendments were adopted, declaring that the rights and welfare of the child are paramount, trumping any rights that might be claimed by a child's parents. In Ireland, a court challenge was immediately launched, based on the fact that the government had illegally campaigned for the referendum that approved the amendment, when by law the government should have been neutral. The challenge was, not surprisingly, rejected by the courts. There is no specific formula in these amendments as to what defines the rights and welfare of children, leaving it up to the discretion of the state, as to when intervention in the family might be appropriate.

As economic conditions worsen, under the screws of austerity, privatization, and eliminated social services, it will become a struggle for an increasing number of parents to feed, clothe, and house their families. It would be all too easy for the state to mandate a 'minimum level of acceptable conditions', and take children wholesale into care, based on 'economic profiling'. That's just one possible scenario, but it's the kind of scenario it seems we are being prepared for.
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